This report describes work during FY 95 that was sponsored by the Department of Energy, Office of Nonproliferation and National Security (N'N)Knowledge Fusion (KI?)Project. The project team selected satellite sensor data to use as the one main example to which its analysis algorithms would be applied. The specific sensor-fusion problem has many generic features, which make it a worthwhile problem to attempt to solve in a general way. The generic problem is to recognize events of interest from multiple time series that define a possibly noisy background. By implementing a suite of time series modeling and forecasting methods and using well-chosen alarm criteria, we reduce the number of false alarms. We then further reduce the number of false
alarms by analyzing all suspicious sections of data, as judged by the alarm criteria, with pattern recognition methods. A companion report (Ref. 1) describes the implementation and application of this 2-step process for separating events from unusual background. Reference 1 presents a somewhat detailed application of 12 different time series forecasting methods, followed by 7 different pattern recognition methods. One of the 12 forecasting methods and 1 of the 7 pattern recognition methods was written for the KF project. This report gives a detailed comparison of two of the forecasting methods (fuzzy forecaster and statistically motivated curve smoothers as forecasters). The two methods are compared on five simulated and five real data sets. One of the five real data sets is satellite sensor data. The conclusionis the statistically motivated curve smoother is superior on simulated data of the type we studied. The statistically motivated method is also superior on most real data. In defense of the fuzzy-logic motivated methods, we point out that fuzzy-logic methods were never intended to compete with statistical methods on numeric data. Fuzzy logic was developed to handle real-world situations where either real data was not available or was supplemented with either "expert opinion" or some sort of linguistic information. That sort of application is one the KF team began to address during 1995 and is discussed in a separate KF report (Ref. 2).
Introductionand Summarỹ
is study supports the DOE/NN-sponsored Knowledge Fusion (KF) project's effort to assemble a 'suiteof time series forecasting and modeling methods. Fuzzy-logic-motivated forecasting methods have recently become popular. Therefore, we implemented a fuzzy forecaster and compared its performance to a statistically motivated forecaster on a variety of data sets. We applied both methods to a randomly selected set of five real data sets and to five simulated data sets. We knew that for the kinds of simulated data we studied, the statistically motivated methods would be supeor because they were designed to be superior for that type of data. However, real data never follows any model exactly, so we did not know how the two methods would compare on real data. The conclusion here is that the statistically motivated methods are also superior on most real data. In defense of the fuzzy-logic motivated methods, we point out that fuzzy-logic methods were never intended to compete with statistical methods on numeric data. Fuzzy-logic was developed to handle real-world situations where real data was either not available or supplemented with either "expert opinion" or some sort of linguistic infom"ation. The KF team began to address that sbrt of application during 1995, and the effort is discussed in a separate KF report (Ref. 2) .
This report is organized as follows. In section 2 we review analysis methods for scalar or vector time series, with emphasis on a fuzzy forecaster and loess: a statistically motivated forecaster that is reasonable to compare to the fuzzy forecaster for reasons we explain. In section 3 we compare the performances of the fuzzy forecaster and loess on five simulated data sets. In section 4 we compare the performances of the fuzzy forecaster and loess to five real data sets. Section 5 is a summary of the time series models considered, and section 6 is a summary of the performances of the two methods.
Analysisof Scalaror VectorTime Series
In this section we review vector time series modeling.
ARIMATimeSeriesModels
One widely studied class of time series model is the auto-regressive, integrated moving average (ARIMA) model, which we describe now. Suppose thatthe time series {xl, X2, ..., x.} has @en de-trended by differencing or, equivalently, by fitting polynomial functions of time. The detrended series is said to follow an auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model.
We can write the general scalar ARMA (p, q) model as
where the aj and bj arereal constants, the et-j are independently and identically distributed (iid) random variables, and tG {1,2, ..., n} . It is common to refer to &~j as the shock at time t-~. Usually ARIMA mode$ further specify that the shock et follows a Gaussian distribution with mean Oand variance cs , denoted N (O, o) . In addition, to ensure that the time series is Note that Xt is a linear combination of the past p values of the series (auto-regressive) and of the past q shocks (moving average). We have not restricted this study to the class of linear ARMA models, but because ARMA models area convenient and easy-to-discuss class of models, most of our discussion will use the ARMA model for an example. Reference 4 introduced 12 candidate ways to model and forecast a vector-based time series. However, at the time Ref. 4 was written, we had no algorithms for vector ARMA time series. All the commercial software only treated vector AR time series. It is more computationally challenging to handle vector ARMA models. To date, we have heard, but not confirmed, that one lesser-known statistical programming package (IMP) can handle vector ARMA time series. We have added the ability within the statistical and graphical programming language S+ by using a user-contributed library of state-space (in the sense of the Kalman Filter language) functions. Details are part of another 1995 KF report (Ref. 5).
Vector AR Models
In this section we present a quite general AR time series model. Because of issues discussed in Ref. 4, we do not consider nonlinear moving average (MA) models orARMA models. An AR time series can be written as follow:
(2)
The error et is usually assumed to be from some convenient distribution such as the Gaussian but need not be. Nearly always, the distribution of the et is at least assumed to be the same for all t. We will assume that the errors have the same distribution F, which we write as el -F ( ). Not all functions~combined with error distribution F lead to a stationary time series. We do not attempt a formal treatment of this issue, but rather accept Equation (2) as a basis for trying our two modeling approaches. We also easily generalize Equation (2) to include other time series, say Y and Z:
(3)
Note that present values of both Y and Z are allowed because the goal is to forecast Z. In our setting, X is the gamma series, Y is the electron series, and Z is the proton series. Or, in another setting, we have only two series: gammas and a series proportional to the sum of electrons and protons.
Equation (3) can be treated exactly like an ordinary regression model for which there are many t~hniques, loosely described by the degree of assumptions placed on the functional form for~. We will discuss the two models shortly, but first we point out two advantages to using restrictive models such as models that assume~is linear:
(1)
Often there is not enough data to estimate complicated models or a completely unresrncted~. In fact, the old standby, linear regression, will be with us forever for this reason and represents an extreme example of "combining information" in that data at one end of the range is assumed to have the same functional form as data at another end of the range. By the way, because we are insisting on working with stationary series, we often must restrict the time window so that the series can be considered stationary over that window, thereby reducing the effective size of the data set and essentially forcing us to use only the simplest models. More complicated models suffer from the "curse of dimensionality," which we will explain below.
For years the regression literature has been filled with informal confirmation of the "parsimony principle," which states that simplest models are preferred when possible because no data follows any model exactly, and model departures can be more severe when the training data is overfitted by using an overly complex model. Fortunately, we have a straightforward way to guide us toward the proper degree of model complexity: use the model to forecast a held-out (not used for training) testing set and accept the model that performs best on the testing set. A complete treatment of this issue uses what is known as cross-validation to repeatedly divide the data into training and testing sets. Cross-validation is very important when the data sets are small. In our case, we simply did a one-time division into training and testing sets because the data sets were reasonably large.
For notational convenience we will drop the distinction between, for example, the time series X, Y, Z, and will lump all candidate predictors together to form p predictors as in Equation (4):
We write Equation (4) without the explicit reference to lagged predictors primarily to not restrict our data sets to AR time series. Any regression setting will be appropriate, as we will see. However, in the context of time series, an important issue is how to choose the lag for each of the time series. We always use a "rnal-and-error" approach starting with lag 1 only for the X series (the series to be predicted) and starting with lag Ofor the other series. The winning method is the one that minimizes the sum of squared errors on a held-out testing set.
In our view, using a "curve smoother" algorithm is usually feasible in one dimension or perhaps in a few dimensions. Occasionally, if there is enough data following Equation (2), then a multidimensional curve smoother could be feasible. But, because many real data sets exhibit only quasi-stationa.rity, there is often not as much data following a model like Equation (2) as one might first think. This is an important practical issue that we will treat in a later report. In this report, we resrnct attention to data sets where is it feasible to try some kind of curve smoother method (fuzzy-logic motivated or statistically motivated) because there is enough data for the problem's dimensionality.
In Fig. 1 we present one simple idea that pervades much of this report. Consider the model Y = f (X) +e in one dimension. In Fig. 1, we have fx = 4x(1 -x) , which is the wellstudied logistic map. The logistic map has properties that are interesting in the study of chaotic time series, but our concern is simply to estimate j as well as possible so that future values of x can be used to forecast future values of y. Now that we know the true functional form, we know that the estimate~shown is close to the true~but exhibits a slight overfit of the data because it is more bumpy than the true~. Our estimate~was based on 200 observations of (x,y) pairs. The estimate~in Fig. 1 was obtained by a local regression (statistically motivated) algorithm available in the statistical programming language called S+. The local regression algorithm is called loess and the following is a brief description of loess in one dimension.
Localregression(Ioess)
Assume there are n data pairs (~i>yi).In thecontextof a time series, replace (~i>yi)with (xt-lJt) because the previous value could be used in a lag-one model to predict the present value. The loess estimate at any point x uses the q of n data pairs that are closest to the value x. The closest q 'data pairs are used in a weighted linear or quadratic regression with weights according to the distance horn x. Because loess must perform the regression at each point x where the estimate is desinxl, it is important to use efficient algorithms. See Ref. 6 for computational details. The same idea carries over to multiple dimensions, but the current implementation of loess is limited to up to'15 predictors for local linear fits or up to 4 predictors for local quadratic fits. To complete the discussion of Fig. 1 , we mention that we also use a nonpammetric smoother (no local linear or quadratic assumption) that we will describe here because it is closest in spirit to the fuzzy-logic motivated curve smoother.
Nonparametric curve smoother
We will present the equations for our one-dimensional curve smoother. The higher dimensional smoother is a natural extension. Our smoother is similar conceptually to other statistically motivated curve smoothers.
[
'-'j+lw(x+')]/[(l/n) >lw(x+")]
7(X) = (1/(.-1))~X j=l (5)
Equation (5) gives an intuitive way to estimate~at the point x as follows. All data contributes to the estimated value via a weighted average, with weight given by the distance of the data points from x. A data point, say Xk, 'thatis far from x' simply won't contribute much to the estimate at
x, provided we choose the smoothing parameter h and the weight function w so that w ( (x _Xj) /h) , which is the weighting term, is small when x -Xj is large. Consider Fig. 1 again, in the light of this description: for a given value X = x the estimate for Y is primarily determined by those Y values that correspond to X values near x. This is a simple idea, but selecting the smoothing degree remains somewhat of an art despite attempts to automate the choice of bandwidth h. However, by using held-out testing sets, it is possible to do a reasonable job of automating the choice of h. Experience and theory suggest that the choice of h is more c~tical $an the choice of w. Typically simple smooth functions such as a Gaussian-shaped function e-x a~a good choice. Theoretically optimal weight functions such as the Epanechnilcov kernel are sometimes suitable, but the Qesttheoretical shape for the weight function depends on the true function~, so we are not fond of using specially motivated weight functions. In fact, we nearly always use simple Gaussian weight functions and concern ourselves with searching for good h. The basic idea is to balance the tradeoff between bias and variance in that too little smoothing overfits the data, reducing bias but increasing variance, and the reverse occurs for too 6 much smoothing. Trial-and-error is the best way to select bandwidth h. We also have implemented an adaptive kernel method, which allows the bandwidth h to be a function of the local density of data. That is, for x values where the data is sparse, h will be larger so that more neighbors are included in the effective neighborhood size. Currently we favor the non-adaptive kernel method because it is easier and it usually performs just as well.
Fuzzy forecaster (also called fuzzy controller)
We wrote a fuzzy forecaster for the KF project in 1995. The fuzzy forecaster has a few forms, and the form we use here is based on that in Ref. 7. It is also known as a fuzzy controller, but we find that name can cause confusion because this algorithm is for forecasting only, not for feedback and control. In our view, the fuzzy logic approaches to modeling and forecasting time series could benefit from a more statistical approach, especially in the area of choosing the number of fuzzy regions, which is comparable to our choice of bandwidth in Equation (5).
The fuzzy forecaster works as follows:
1) scale all predictors and the response to lie in (0,1);
2) for each predictor and for the response, select some number of fuzzy regions and a shape for each region (typically, use triangular fuzzy regions);
3) compute candidate fuzzy rule base with rules such as the following: R~1: if xl is large and X2 is small, then y is medium; 4) assign a degree to each rule according to the degree of memberships by eachpredictor. For example, with RULE 1 above, xl was declared to be large because it had the maximum degree of membership in the fuzzy set called "large." Suppose the degree of membership of xl in "large" was 0.8, the degree of membership of xz in "small" was 0.9, and the degree of membership of y in "medium" was 0.7. Then the degree of RULE 1 is typically defined as 0.8x 0.9x 0.7= 0.504504; and 5) compute final fuzzy rule base by accepting only the rules having maximum degree of membership. For example, if one data pair leads to the candidate rule "if x is small then y is medium," and another data pair leads to the candidate rule "if x is small then y is small," then because these are conflicting rules, accept the rule having maximum degree.
From our discussions of Ioess and our curve smoother, we can see that it is wasteful to follow step (5) because many data points will never contribute to the rule base. It would be better to at least compute an average rule to resolve conflicting rules such as the two given in step (5). That average rule could be a member of the final fuzzy rule base, so that for a given rule describing the values of the predictors, there would be only one rule for the response. However, that one rule would be~average of all the rules for relevant data pairs. Also, even for cases where there are no conflicting rules, so no averaging is needed, the rule base contains the center value of the response's fuzzy region rather than the actual value of the response. That is also a waste of information. Also, the,statistically motivated curve smoother uses some type of trial-and-error to select a good bandwi(lth. Therefore, our implementation of the fuzzy forecaster tries a number of fuzzy regions ranging from 2 to 6. TWically, we see improved performance (lower average squared error) as the number of regions (for each predictor and for the response) increases, up to a point, and then worsening results as additional regions are added. In all cases, we report the best performance we cotild find. We also apply both triangular and Gaussian-shaped regions and report the best results.
In short,the fuzzyforecasteris failingto use all of the dataand is incompletelyusingthe datathat it does use becauseit disregardsthe actualvalueof the response.Therefore,we implementedboththe standard(wasteful)fuzzyforecasterand an improvedversion. Resultspresentedare the best results(overthe rangeof candidatenumberof regionsand tryingbothtriangularand Gaussian-shapedregions)for the improvedversion.In all cases considered,the improvedversionoutperformedthe standardversionbut was still inferior to the statisticallymotivatedversion.
The conclusion in Ref. 4 is that the fuzzy forecaster offers no advantage over either statistically motivated curve smoothers. In fact, our view is that fuzzy logic offers no advantage over statistically motivated approaches in any area in which the data is numeric. Fuzzy logic was developed for situations in which numeric data was not available. It is probably best to apply it only in those ..unfortunate situations.
In the next two sections, we present results of the fuzzy forecaster and for Ioess because Ioess was available in S+ and because it was simple to program the fuzzy forecaster in S+. It is also simple to program the nonparametric curve smoother in S+, but to date we only have a Fortran version.
Comparisonof FuzzyForecasterto Loessfor Five SimulatedData Sets
Th~protocol for the simulated data experiments was as follows.
Generate 400 observations of the response and predictors. Randomly select 200 to train and 200 to test. Repeat 10 times and report the average and standard deviation of the average squared forecast error. By repeating 10 times we can compute approximate confidence intervals for the true mean squared forecast error on each data set for each method. So, loess is better on data sets 1-4, while the fuzzy forecaster is very slightly better on data set 5. Actually, there is little difference between the two on data sets 2,3, and 4, but with data sets 1 and 4, Ioess does significantly better. Recall that we are presenting the best results we found for the fuzzy forecaster (an idea we have not found in any of the fuzzy-logic literature), searching for the best number of regions and whether to use triangular or Gaussian regions.
Summaryof the VectorAR ModelsConsidered
Recall that we are considering vector AR models in the context of time series so that forecasting time series can be viewed as an ordinary regression problem. Although it may be possible (see Ref. 4 for an ad hoc "two-step" procedure that is under investigation) to treat nonlinear MA models, we have not attempted that here. Once we restrict attention to AR models, we get access to a host of regression techniques that can be applied as if the data were in the usual regression setting: observe independent cases of data "pairs," (~,y) where the Z vector is a~-component predictor vector. The only difference in our setting is that successive cases are not independent because of the serial correlation. However, asymptotically (as the number of cases increases) this serial correlation can be ignored for estimating functions (Ref. 9).
Summaryof the Performancesof FuzzyForecasterand Loess
First, recall that we have improved the fuzzy forecaster in three ways: 1)
2)
3)
The fuzzy-rule base uses all of the training data.
The fuzzy rule is calculated by averaging the actual value of the response rather than the center value of the fuzzy region to which the response has maximum membership. By only recording the center value, information is needlessly being thrown away with the fuzzy forecaster in Ref. 7.
We use tial and error to choose the number and type of fuzzy regions so we can explici~y optimize a particular criterion, which in this paper has been the average squared forecast error.
When we undertook this study, we knew that the statistically motivated methods, such as our curve smoother or loess, would outperform the fuzzy forecaster on simulated data. That is quite obvious if for no other reason than the fuzzy forecaster does not use all of the training data. Among other reasons, the fuzzy forecaster does not use all of the data because it was developed for models such as the one in Equation (4) but without the stochastic component. That is, it was developed for deterministic models. We find that ironic because fuzzy-logic proponents claim that fuzzy logic offers a new and complementwy way to model uncertainty. See Ref. 10 for more of the ongoing debate on the topic.
"11
In'the case of the fuzzy forecaster, we conclude that fuzzy logic offers an inferior way to model uncertainty. Namely, it simply ignores uncertainty. Perhaps sometimes there is so much training dab that it is acceptable to ignore part of it, but that is almost never our experience. Nevertheless, we did not know how the fuzzy forecaster would compare to, for example, loess, on real data. The message here is that loess or similar methods are superior to the fuzzy forecaster in most situations: with both real and simulated data. Fuzzy-logic-based methods should be reserved for situations with non-numeric data, and even in some of those cases, statistical methods are likely to be more mature and therefore, at least for now, superior. We have not addressed that issue in this paper. Also, we remind the reader that the simpler methods such as global linear or global polynomial should always be applied first. If the data is nearly linear or polynomial in form, then no other method will be as good as the linear or polynomial method.
